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"Academic science in the U.S. once self-consciously avoided the market. But today it is seen as an economic engine that keeps
the nation globally competitive. Creating the Market University compares the origins of biotech entrepreneurship, university
patenting, and university-industry research centers to show how government decisions shaped by a new argument--that innovation
drives the economy-transformed academic science"-- Provided by publisher.
This volume presents the state of the art in digital scholarly editing. Drawing together the work of established and emerging
researchers, it gives pause at a crucial moment in the history of technology in order to offer a sustained reflection on the practices
involved in producing, editing and reading digital scholarly editions—and the theories that underpin them. The unrelenting progress
of computer technology has changed the nature of textual scholarship at the most fundamental level: the way editors and scholars
work, the tools they use to do such work and the research questions they attempt to answer have all been affected. Each of the
essays in Digital Scholarly Editing approaches these changes with a different methodological consideration in mind. Together, they
make a compelling case for re-evaluating the foundation of the discipline—one that tests its assertions against manuscripts and
printed works from across literary history, and the globe. The sheer breadth of Digital Scholarly Editing, along with its successful
integration of theory and practice, help redefine a rapidly-changing field, as its firm grounding and future-looking ambit ensure the
work will be an indispensable starting point for further scholarship. This collection is essential reading for editors, scholars,
students and readers who are invested in the future of textual scholarship and the digital humanities.
We live in a time when politicians, media and politically correct activists are moving us towards the secularisation of our society
and the marginalisation of Christian values. In such a society Christian values have no relevance to daily living. At such a time we
give testimony to the power and relevance of Jesus Christ throughout the ups and downs of 55 years of married life. The message
of this book is that when we depend completely on God and seek to follow Him wholeheartedly amazing things will result. Many
examples are given from our experiences of living in three very different continents. Mike and Joan met while studying pharmacy
at the School of Pharmacy, University of London. After experience of hospital pharmacy, National Service for Mike with the 16th
Independent Parachute Brigade, the birth of their first son Peter, Bible School, Missionary and Linguistic Training, Orientation and
the birth of their second son Paul in Singapore, they served with the Overseas Missionary Fellowship (OMF) at Manorom Christian
Hospital Thailand, where Ann was born. After completing a PhD while on leave of absence from OMF, and the birth of Rose in
Bristol, they returned to Bangkok, where Megan was born. How did all this happen? What happened next? We invite you to read
this book to find the answers!
Quantum computers are set to kick-start a second computing revolution in an exciting and intriguing way. Learning to program a
Quantum Processing Unit (QPU) is not only fun and exciting, but it's a way to get your foot in the door. Like learning any kind of
programming, the best way to proceed is by getting your hands dirty and diving into code. This practical book uses publicly
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available quantum computing engines, clever notation, and a programmer’s mindset to get you started. You'll be able to build up
the intuition, skills, and tools needed to start writing quantum programs and solve problems that you care about.
The relationship between government, virtue, and wealth has held a special fascination since Aristotle, and the importance of each
frames policy debates today in both developed and developing countries. While it’s clear that low-quality government institutions
have tremendous negative effects on the health and wealth of societies, the criteria for good governance remain far from clear. In
this pathbreaking book, leading political scientist Bo Rothstein provides a theoretical foundation for empirical analysis on the
connection between the quality of government and important economic, political, and social outcomes. Focusing on the effects of
government policies, he argues that unpredictable actions constitute a severe impediment to economic growth and
development—and that a basic characteristic of quality government is impartiality in the exercise of power. This is borne out by
cross-sectional analyses, experimental studies, and in-depth historical investigations. Timely and topical, The Quality of
Government tackles such issues as political legitimacy, social capital, and corruption.
This book explores the multiple pathways from scholarships for international study to positive social change. Bringing together
studies from academic researchers, evaluators and program designers and policymakers from Africa, Asia, Latin and North
America, Europe, and Australia, the book compiles the latest research and analysis on the policy, practice, and outcomes of
international scholarship programs. Contributions examine the broad trends in sponsored overseas study, program design
considerations, the dynamics of the immediate post-scholarship period and the impact of scholarships on international education
and development. Particular attention is focused on assessment and evaluation, the complexities of selecting awardees, the
dynamics of returning home and concerns about brain drain and the state of knowledge and research on long-term outcomes of
international scholarships with social change aims.nt>
The quality of the academics who undertake the work of teaching and research is critical to the significance, status and relevance
of our universities. There is widespread evidence that doctoral students are not being properly prepared for the changing face of
higher education and that once they take up academic positions, they often experience many frustrations and tensions. This book,
based on a four-year-long research program conducted by four academics and four graduate students, investigates the
experiences of doctoral students, new academics and senior academics as they engage in their work related to doctoral
education. Doctoral Education: Research-Based Strategies for Doctoral Students, Supervisors and Administrators offers research-
based strategies for improving doctoral education in a non-technical and conversational way. Those strategies include learning to
be a new supervisor alongside other academic work, developing an intellectual network during the doctoral journey, giving and
receiving feedback on scholarly writing, and preparing for the oral defence. Also, based on research evidence, the book
challenges taken-for-granted practices and policies surrounding doctoral education, including the gendered nature of disciplinary
practices, the paradox of writing in doctoral education and the public oversight of more and more aspects of academic work.
Intended for doctoral students, academics, staff and administrators, this book provides several perspectives on the topic of
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doctoral education and contains the actual voices of doctoral students and new academics to illustrate its discussion.
"This is a vital and necessary guide to the social work professionÖ.This book clarifies the social work mission, goals, and objectives, and
strengthens and promotes them as well." --Carmen Ortiz Hendricks, MSW, DSW, ACSW, LCSW Associate Dean, Wurzweiler School of
Social Work, Yeshiva University "The authors do an excellent job of illustrating the uniqueness, diversity, and richness of the profession. I
strongly recommend this book for use in social work orientation, advising and education." --Saundra Starks, EdD, LCSW Western Kentucky
University 101 Careers in Social Work serves as both a catalog of social work job descriptions as well as a guide to career planning. The
authors highlight the interdisciplinary nature of social work, and include unconventional, cutting-edge career options such as forensic social
work, entrepreneurship, working in political systems, international careers, community planning, and more. Written in a user-friendly style,
each chapter focuses on a specific social work career, and outlines the challenges, core competencies and skills, and educational
requirements needed to succeed. This book also includes questionnaires and checklists to help readers choose a career tailored to their
unique talents, interests, and passions. Key Features: A catalog of 101 social work careers, including careers in emerging fields Helpful
career development tools, including self-assessment checklists, interviews with practicing social workers, and questionnaires Guidance on
educational requirements, licensure, and continuing education An entire chapter dedicated to job-hunting tips and career planning advice
A practical guide to research for architects and designers—now updated and expanded! From searching for the best glass to prevent glare to
determining how clients might react to the color choice for restaurant walls, research is a crucial tool that architects must master in order to
effectively address the technical, aesthetic, and behavioral issues that arise in their work. This book's unique coverage of research methods
is specifically targeted to help professional designers and researchers better conduct and understand research. Part I explores basic
research issues and concepts, and includes chapters on relating theory to method and design to research. Part II gives a comprehensive
treatment of specific strategies for investigating built forms. In all, the book covers seven types of research, including historical, qualitative,
correlational, experimental, simulation, logical argumentation, and case studies and mixed methods. Features new to this edition include:
Strategies for investigation, practical examples, and resources for additional information A look at current trends and innovations in research
Coverage of design studio–based research that shows how strategies described in the book can be employed in real life A discussion of
digital media and online research New and updated examples of research studies A new chapter on the relationship between design and
research Architectural Research Methods is an essential reference for architecture students and researchers as well as architects, interior
designers, landscape architects, and building product manufacturers.
Patterns of globalization, the flow of students and scholars across borders, the impact of information technology, and other key forces are
critically assessed. This book is a key resource for understanding the present and future of global higher education.
"Written in a highly readable and accessible style, this new edition retains the key features that have contributed to its popularity, including
hundreds of case studies that provide illustrative guidance on a wide variety of topics, including fee setting, advertising for clients, research
ethics, sexual attraction, how to confront observed unethical conduct in others, and confidentiality. Ethics in Psychology and the Mental
Health Professions will be important reading for practitioners and students in training."--BOOK JACKET.
The goal of this updated publication, A Guide for Planning and Reporting Community Benefit,is to help not-for-profit, mission-driven health
care organizations develop, improve and accurately report on their community benefit programs. More specifically, it will help organizations:*
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Identify community health needs and plan to address those needs.* Make prudent choices for using scarce resources and evaluate the
impact of those resources.* Understand the characteristics of programs and activities that are and are not reportable as community benefit.*
Budget proactively for community benefit programs and activities.* Use standardized accounting and reporting approaches.* Build and
strengthen relationships in the community for community health improvement.* Demonstrate accountability and transparency to their
communities.
Course Management Systems for Learning: Beyond Accidental Pedagogy is a comprehensive overview of standards, practices and
possibilities of course management systems in higher education. Course Management Systems for Learning: Beyond Accidental Pedagogy
focuses on what the current knowledge is (in best practices, research, standards and implementations) and the history of the CMS, while also
discussing innovative practices in CMS instructional design that have been informed by learning theory and intentional pedagogy. The last
section of this book is an invited section, where vendors (WebCT, OKI, Angel) and innovators address their vision of the tools, practices and
possibilities in a true next generation. Course Management Systems for Learning: Beyond Accidental Pedagogy represents the points-of-view
of a variety of stakeholders and allows each to write in the style and language that is relevant to their field, making this an incredibly useful
tool for practitioners, developers, administrators, faculty members, and students.
Many otherwise strong doctoral students get stuck at the dissertation stage, but this trusty guide takes students from the early planning phase
to finishing the final draft. It contains straightforward advice for each stage of the dissertation process: selecting a chair, completing the
literature review, developing a hypothesis, selecting a study sample and appropriate measures, managing and analyzing both quantitative
and qualitative data, establishing good writing habits, and overcoming obstacles to completing the dissertation on schedule. Practical
guidelines, tips and strategies, and action steps checklists in each chapter make this a handy pocket guide for students as well as advisors
seeking a comprehensive, unintimidating road map to the social work dissertation.
In recommending a book like this, one is tempted to fall back on cliches such as 'brilliant insights', 'original perspectives',
etc. The origina lity of this book is on a different plane. The problem of subject and object has been central to Western
philo sophic thinking at least since the time of Descartes. So much so that many students of philosophy see it as the
philosophical problem. In his Mundus Cognobilis and Mundus Causalis Mr. Mes offers an ontological-epistemological
view, the originality of which consists precisely in the fact that it is not an innovation. Rather, it seeks to put 'in order' the
elements already at hand in such a way as to show the subject-object paradox to be non-existent where it seems to be
significant and trivial where it really does occur. He has a new and interesting perspective both on what 'materialism'
might mean and on how a 'scientific' view of the world has to be constructed. 'Energy-patterns' emerge as explanatory ulti
mates, although there is no effort to arrive at any sort of ultimate meta physics.
Libraries facing diminished budgets and increased demand for innovative services need to explore all potential funding
sources, including the more than six billion dollars that are available in annual foundation and corporate giving. This work
offers advice on access to such prospective givers.
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International Scholarships in Higher EducationPathways to Social ChangeSpringer
The twentieth century was the era of "big science." Driven by strategic rivalries and fierce economic competition, wealthy
governments invested heavily in national science establishments. Direct funding for institutions like the National Science
Foundation and high-visibility projects, such as the race to the moon, fueled innovation, growth, and national prestige.
But the big science model left poorer countries out in the cold. Today the organization of science is undergoing a
fundamental transformation. In T he New Invisible College, Caroline Wagner combines quantitative data and extensive
interviews to map the emergence of global science networks and trace the dynamics driving their growth. She argues
that the shift from big science to global networks creates unprecedented opportunities for developing countries to tap
science's potential. Rather than squander resources in vain efforts to mimic the scientific establishments of the twentieth
century, developing country governments can leverage networks by creating incentives for top-notch scientists to focus
on research that addresses their concerns and by finding ways to tie knowledge to local problem solving. T he New
Invisible College offers both a guidebook and a playbook for policymakers confronting these tasks.
Doctoral education in social work is said to be in crisis. While there is a glut of available programs, there is a shortage of
doctoral graduates for faculty positions in social work education requiring that the field prepare more high-quality
graduates for these positions. There is also an increasing need for doctoral-level social workers in leadership roles
outside of schools of social work, such as in think tanks, professional associations, public and organizational
administration, and practice. Based on findings from a national survey of doctoral students in social work, this volume
discusses the purpose of doctoral education in a practice profession, as well as past and current controversies about
what that should be. Survey findings about student demographics and their reasons for seeking the doctoral degree are
discussed in comparison to national data from related fields. In addition, their program experiences are considered and
parsed, including specifics on what they like and do not like, such as the dissertation research and writing experience and
preparation for the PhD job market. While most programs are designed to prepare stewards of the discipline, it turns out
that the resources available in social work doctoral programs, including student aid, are quite variable. The book
identifies a variety of recommendations that can enhance the profession's ability to prepare the next generation of
intellectual leadership. This is essential reading for anyone interested in or already working towards a social work
doctorate, and for faculty and directors of schools of social work determined to understand and shape the future of
doctoral education in social work.
Worldwide, in Africa and in South Africa, the importance of the doctorate has increased disproportionately in relation to its
share of the overall graduate output over the past decade. This heightened attention has not only been concerned with
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the traditional role of the PhD, namely the provision of future academics; rather, it has focused on the increasingly
important role that higher education - and, particularly, high-level skills - is perceived to play in national development and
the knowledge economy. This book is unique in the area of research into doctoral studies because it draws on a large
number of studies conducted by the Centre of Higher Education Trust (CHET) and the Centre for Research on
Evaluation, Science and Technology (CREST), as well as on studies from the rest of Africa and the world. In addition to
the historical studies, new quantitative and qualitative research was undertaken to produce the evidence base for the
analyses presented in the book. The findings presented in Doctoral Education in South Africa pose anew at least six
tough policy questions that the country has struggled with since 1994, and continues to struggle with, if it wishes to gear
up the system to meet the target of 5 000 new doctorates a year by 2030. Discourses framed around the single
imperatives of growth, efficiency, transformation or quality will not, however, generate the kind of policy discourses
required to resolve these tough policy questions effectively. What is needed is a change in approach that accommodates
multiple imperatives and allows for these to be addressed simultaneously.
The "third age" is described as the period in the life course that occurs after retirement but prior to the onset of disability,
revealing a period in which individuals have the capacity to remain actively engaged. This book serves as a
comprehensive discussion about how the emergence of the third age has changed the way we think about and examine
traditional frameworks regarding aging issues and the life course. It introduces the discussion of the unique challenges
and opportunities that older adults face while moving through this early phase of later life, proposing new frameworks,
concepts, and methods to re-examine later life in the context of the era of the third age. This book proposes new ways of
thinking about how we conceptualize the life course, think about the role of the welfare state in the lives of older people,
negotiate social roles in later life, make meaning of our lives as we age, and cultivate relationships with others during
later life. It brings together theoretical concepts and frameworks, methodological advances, and emerging themes and
controversies that are redefining gerontology in the era of the Third Age. Highlighting important issues that warrant
further exploration and discussion, this book advances our understanding of the Third Age and focuses attention on
critical issues that should be addressed in future Third Age research and scholarly development. Key Features: Includes
up-to-date description and analysis of the third age as a concept, life phase, and social status Addresses multiple
perspectives to illustrate the impact of the third age on the way we examine later life Uses disciplinary perspectives such
as social policy, demography, gerontology, sociology, social work, anthropology, and social psychology Examines
mechanisms that stratify the older population in the context of the third age
This Special Issue of Sustainability on "Partnerships for the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)" brings together a
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collection of articles that explore a diverse range of issues and challenges faced by partnership arrangements that seek
to support the achievement of the SDGs and the United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. As well as
encompassing a diverse range of collaborative forms and themes, and involving a variety of stakeholders, these
collaborative initiatives are all notably shaped by the dynamics of the particular contexts in which they operate. These
contexts include individual, organizational, sectoral, spatial, and geographical settings. The impact of the COVID-19
pandemic on partnering for the SDGs is also apparent. The interplay between these elements offers a useful global-local
context for further inquiry and reflection on how deeper and more meaningful collaborative relationships might be
developed to achieve the SDG targets and beyond
"An excellent resource for graduate students beginning the dissertation phase, for faculty who serve on dissertation
committees or as dissertation advisors, and for faculty who may teach dissertation process courses. The text is also a
valuable resource for academic departments who may want or need to develop dissertation standards from the ground
up or to revamp their existing standards and expectations. The strength of Lovitts' book lies in the practical usefulness of
the text...and its functionality for different academic disciplines."--The Review of Higher Education This book and the
groundbreaking study on which it is based is about making explicit to doctoral students the tacit "rules" for the
assessment of the final of all final educational products--the dissertation. The purpose of defining performance
expectations is to make them more transparent to graduate students while they are in the researching and writing
phases, and thus to help them achieve to higher levels of accomplishment.
This insightful book explores the relationship between theater and digital culture. The authors show that the marriage of
traditional performance with new technologies leads to an upheaval of the implicit “live” quality of theatre by introducing
media interfaces and Internet protocols, all the while blurring the barriers between theater-makers and their audience.
This compelling book argues that all people with schizophrenia share a personality organization known as schizotypy.
Presented is a novel framework for understanding schizophrenia through the study of individuals who may never develop
the disorder, but who nonetheless harbor a liability for it. Mark F. Lenzenweger comprehensively reviews current
knowledge about schizotypy while exploring broader questions of how to think about and conduct psychopathology
research, making the book useful and relevant for both researchers and students. He demonstrates state-of-the-art
strategies for combining clinical observations, psychometric and psychophysiological measures, neuroimaging, and
genetic analyses, and for analyzing the results using advanced statistical techniques.
The Future of Nursing explores how nurses' roles, responsibilities, and education should change significantly to meet the
increased demand for care that will be created by health care reform and to advance improvements in America's
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increasingly complex health system. At more than 3 million in number, nurses make up the single largest segment of the
health care work force. They also spend the greatest amount of time in delivering patient care as a profession. Nurses
therefore have valuable insights and unique abilities to contribute as partners with other health care professionals in
improving the quality and safety of care as envisioned in the Affordable Care Act (ACA) enacted this year. Nurses should
be fully engaged with other health professionals and assume leadership roles in redesigning care in the United States. To
ensure its members are well-prepared, the profession should institute residency training for nurses, increase the
percentage of nurses who attain a bachelor's degree to 80 percent by 2020, and double the number who pursue
doctorates. Furthermore, regulatory and institutional obstacles -- including limits on nurses' scope of practice -- should be
removed so that the health system can reap the full benefit of nurses' training, skills, and knowledge in patient care. In
this book, the Institute of Medicine makes recommendations for an action-oriented blueprint for the future of nursing.
Preserving, pausing, slowing, rewinding, replaying, reactivating, reanimating... Has the ability to manipulate video game
timelines altered our cultural conceptions of time? Video game scholar Christopher Hanson argues that the mechanics of
time in digital games have presented a new model for understanding time in contemporary culture, a concept he calls
"game time." Multivalent in nature, game time is characterized by apparent malleability, navigability, and possibility while
simultaneously being highly restrictive and requiring replay and repetition. When compared to analog tabletop games,
sports, film, television, and other forms of media, Hanson demonstrates that the temporal structures of digital games
provide unique opportunities to engage players with liveness, causality, potentiality, and lived experience that create new
ways of experiencing time Featuring comparative analysis of key video games titles--including Braid, Quantum Break,
Battle of the Bulge, Prince of Persia: The Sands of Time, Passage, The Legend of Zelda: The Ocarina of Time, Lifeline,
and A Dark Room.
The book studies transformations of European universities in the context of globalization and Europeanization, the
questioning of the foundations of the «Golden Age» of the Keynesian welfare state, public sector reforms, demographic
changes, the massification and diversification of higher education, and the emergence of knowledge economies. Such
phenomena as academic entrepreneurialism and diversified channels of knowledge exchange in European universities
are linked to transformations of the state and changes in public sector services. The first, contextual part of the book
studies the changing state/university relationships, and the second, empirically-informed part draws from several recent
large-scale comparative European research projects.
"Oxfam's report, 'An economy for the 99 percent', published to mark the World Economic Forum's annual meeting of political and business
leaders in Davos, Switzerland, shows that the gap between rich and poor is far greater than had been feared. Just 8 men own the same
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wealth as the 3.6 billion people who make up the poorest half of humanity. It details how big business and the super-rich are fuelling the
inequality crisis by driving down wages, using their power to influence politics, and dodging taxes. It calls for a fundamental change in the way
we manage our economies so that they work for all people, and not just a fortunate few. It calls for a human economy where women are no
longer rewarded with poverty wages, unequal pay, and a disproportionate responsibility for unpaid care work." --
Developing a Program of Research offers the first practical guide on creating, evolving and sustaining a successful program of research in
applied health, social sciences, and education fields. Discover how accomplished researchers from a variety of disciplines developed their
programs built interdisciplinary networks, and worked with decision-makers to maximize their research impact. Learn how to navigate the key
roles and structures of research institutes, and develop an understanding of the role and context of funding agencies. Enriched with practical
exercises, international case studies and thought-provoking questions, this is the essential guide for anyone who's exploring--or revisiting--the
challenging and rewarding process of developing a research program. An indispensable resource for early- and mid-career researchers,
Developing a Program of Research also holds invaluable information for established researchers seeking to shifting their focus--as well as for
mentors and educators of early-career researchers, and leaders of organizational research units, centres, and institutes. Filled with insights
from established and experienced researchers, this book serves as both a practical handbook and a behind-the-scenes look at how to
develop a program of research.
New Scientist magazine was launched in 1956 "for all those men and women who are interested in scientific discovery, and in its industrial,
commercial and social consequences". The brand's mission is no different today - for its consumers, New Scientist reports, explores and
interprets the results of human endeavour set in the context of society and culture.
" a fabulous resource for graduate advisors" Eric Mazur, Harvard University Successful Research Supervision offers a research-based
practical framework for academics to be able to examine and further develop their effectiveness as research supervisors. Research
supervisors working in all levels of higher education must ensure that their students gain efficiencies from working as part of an effective
cohort and develop high levels of interdisciplinary understanding and critical thought. To impart these disciplines effectively is essential for
any successful research supervisor. From helping researchers to begin to managing a project through to successful completion, this book
guides the reader through a series of exercises to identify their individual strengths and weaknesses and then provides theoretically sound
advice in a practical and easy to use format. Successful Research Supervision is full of examples of the best practice from outstanding
scientists, social scientists and humanities supervisors from both the UK and the USA. This book will encourage and help academics to:
Expand their own repertoire and array of actions and responses, thus giving them the flexibility to meet different situations with ease and
confidence Identify the optimum combination of approaches to best fit individual students Understand the influence of their own value and
experiences in the choice of their approach to research students Be able to choose the most appropriate combination of approaches for a
particular curriculum or project Employ a neutral language for developing and assisting others It also provides policy makers and curriculum
designers with practical guidelines for evaluating their work. Anne Lee is an independent academic and was Senior Academic Development
Adviser at the University of Surrey
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